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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF UTAH

W. W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a Utah Corporation,
Plaintiff and Respondent,
vs.

Case No. 14814

SUMMIT LIMITED, a California
limited partnership, et al.,
Defendant and Appellant.

BRIEF OF DEFENDANT-APPELLANT

NATURE OF THE CASE
This is an action commenced by Plaintiff-Respondent
against some 60 defendants (including appellant) for work
performed by plaintiff on property located in Park City, Utah.
Plaintiff claims that it entered into an agreement with certain
defendants to pave the property and further claims that such
work was duly performed but that compensation has not been
received.

Plaintiff sought a judgment against the various

defendants on differing legal theories claiming that it was
entitled to a total compensation of $40,000 for the work
performed.
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DISPOSITION IN THE LOWER COURT
The original Complaint filed by plaintiff named approximately 60 defendants.

Throughout the course of proceedings,

several defendants were dismissed.

On September 3, 1976,

plaintiff moved for Summary Judgment and for Entry of a Default
Judgment against defendant Summit Limited.

On September 20,

1976, both motions were heard before the Honorable Peter F.
Leary, judge in the Third Judicial District.

Defendant Surrunit

Limited was not represented at the hearing and after listening
to arguments advanced by counsel for plaintiff,both the Motion
for Summary Judgment and the Motion for Entry of Default were
granted.

A Judgment was prepared by plaintiff's counsel and

executed by the court on September 22, 1976.

(R. 668-691).

On November 30, 1976, defendant Summit Limited obtained
local counsel who then moved for relief from judgment under
Rule 60 (b).

(R. 703).

The court denied the motion on the

grounds that the lower court lacked jurisdiction.

(R. 709-710) ·

A Notice of Appeal from the September 22nd judgment was
filed with the Summit County Court Clerk on October 12, 1976.

RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL
Defendant-Appellant seeks a reversal from this Court of
the lower court's order granting Summary Judgment in favor of
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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of respondent and Default Judgment against appellant and requests
that this Court remand the action to the lower court for trial
on the merits.

STATEMENT OF FACTS
The record filed with this Court contains over 700 pages.
The majority of this record is irrelevant to this appeal since
it concerns pleadings of the other some 50 defendants.

For

this reason, an Appendix has been prepared to this brief which
excerpts those portions of the record which appellant believes
are relevant to the issues presented.

Attachments to pleadings,

however, have been omitted from the Appendix.

References,

whenever possible, will be made to both the record and to the
Appendix page.
This action involves property located in Park City, Utah.
In 1973, a subdivision was built in this area by a group of
developers.

In November of 1973, this property was conveyed

to National Property Management, Inc., a Utah corporation.
Several days thereafter, an agreement was entered into between
National Property Management, Inc. and Summit Limited, a California limited partnership.

(R. 663-667; App. 24-29).

This

agreement provided that $736,000 would be paid to National
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froperty Management, Inc. in yearly installments as provided
by the agreement.

National Property Management, Inc. agreed

to release certain parcels of land on a determined basis
according to the amount of money paid.

(R. 663; App. 25) .

On July 1, 1974, plaintiff-respondent, W. W. Gardner,
Inc., entered into a contract with Ski Park West, Inc. for
the asphaltic concrete paving at Park West Village.
App. 47).

545;

(R.

This agreement was signed by J.C. Wheelwright,

agent for plaintiff, and Richard Hallmark, Vice-President of
Ski Park West, Inc.
At the time of this contract, National Property Management,
Inc. was a wholly owned subsidiary of Ski Park City West, Inc.
(R. 542 and 668; App. 43).

It is alleged by plaintiff that

Richard Hallmark, the officer executing the contract with
plaintiff, was also a vice-president of National Property
Management.

(App. 62).

Between November 15, 1973 and July 10,

1975, the general partner of Summit Limited was a California
corporation known as Condor International Corporation.
and 671; App. 55).

(R. 537

Plaintiff alleges that Richard Hallmark

was also President of Condor International during this time.
(App. 62).
Plaintiff commenced this suit on July 10, 1975 and named
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approximately 60 invidivual defendants in the original
Complaint.

(R. 1-16).

On October 23, 1975, plaintiff mailed

its First Set of Interrogatories to the majority of defendants,
including appellant, Summit Limited.

(R. 309-322).

On August 28, 1975, plaintiff amended its Complaint to
delete some defendants and add others.

(R. 280-308).

On

July 21, 1976, the trial court granted an order allowing
plaintiff to again amend its Complaint to include an Eighth
and Ninth Cause of Action.

(R. 605).

On July 6, 1976 and

August 9, 1976, plaintiff served by mail upon defendant Summit
Limited its Third Set of Interrogatories.

(R. 532-538).

Simi-

larly, on July 6, 1976 and August 9, 1976, plaintiff served
by mail upon defendant Summit Limited its Request for Admissions
of Facts.

(R. 541-544).

During these entire proceedings, Summit Limited was not
represented by counsel but was represented by Stephen H. Bauer,
a general partner "in pro per."
48).

(R. 615: App. 9: R. 670: App.

On September 7, 1976, Mr. Bauer filed an "Answer of

Summit Limited to Second Amended Complaint."
App. 9-11).

(R. 615-619:

On the same day, September 7, 1976, plaintiff

filed with the clerk a "Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion
for Entry of Default Judgment."

-5-

(R. 620-622: App. 12-14) •
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Included with this Motion was the Affidavit of John C. Wheelwright, an employee of the plaintiff.

(R. 623-626; App. 15-18).

On September 17, 1976, three days before the plaintiff•s
motions were to be heard, Mr. Bauer filed four separate
pleadings with the Summit County Clerk,

These pleadings

were served on the plaintiff on September 15, 1976.

(App. 67).

These pleadings included the following:
1.

The "Affidavit of Stephen H. Bauer in Opposition to

Motion for Summary Judgment and Default Judgment."

(R. 660-

662; App. 20-23).

2.

Answers to Request for Admissions of Fact.*

(R. 668-

669; App. 41-45).

3.

Answer to First Set of Interrogatories Propounded by

Plaintiff.*
4.

(R. 643-645; App. 30-40).

Answer to Third Set of Interrogatories Propounded by

Plaintiff.*

(R. 670-672; App. 48-58).

* It should be noted that while Mr. Bauer complied with
Rule 33 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, he was unaware
of Rule 9.1 of the Rules of Practice in the District Courts
of the State of Utah requiring the question to be restated
in the response to discovery. For this reason, and for the
convenience of the parties and the Court, appellant has
combined the questions with the answers in the Appendix with
appropriate record references to both questions and answers.
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On September 20, 1976, a hearing was held by the Honorable
Peter F. Leary upon plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment
and for Entry of Default Judgment.

Defendant Summit Limited

was not represented at this hearing.

Plaintiff's counsel

informed the Court of various facts and argued that no issue
as to any material fact existed.

Plaintiff's counsel also

argued that the delay in discovery justified sanctions under
Rule 37.

Upon hearing no objection, the trial court granted

both motions without comment.

(Reporter's transcript of

proceedings, September 20, 1976, pp. 1-7; App. 59-65).
A Judgment was prepared by plaintiff's counsel and
submitted to the trial court.

It was executed on September 22,

(R. 688-691; App. 66-70).

1976.

On October 12, 1976, Stephen Bauer, on behalf of defendant Summit Limited filed a Notice of Appeal from the September
22nd judgment.

(R. 694).

Defendant then obtained local

counsel who moved for relief from Judgment pursuant to Rule
60(b).

(R. 703).

After a short hearing the trial court denied

this motion on the grounds that it lacked jurisdiction because
of the pending appeal.

(R.

709-710).

-7Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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ARGUMENT
I.
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR DEFAULT JUDGMENT PURSUANT TO RULE 37(d) OF THE
UTAH RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE.
As stated previously, the trial Court granted both a
default judgment based upon Rule 37 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure and summary judgment based upon Rule 56.

The

Rule 37 default was granted by the Court because of the alleged discovery non-compliance by defendant-appellant Summit
Limited.

The motion for default was originally granted at

the hearing "for failure to respond to discovery"

(Reporter's

transcript at proceedings, September 20, 1976, p. 6; App. 65).
However, in the judgment prepared by plaintiff's counsel and
signed by the Court on September 22, 1976, the "failure" to
respond was modified into "delay".

The judgment reads as

follows:
6.
The Court finds that the failure of
Summit Limited timely to respond to said discovery request was without excuse or justification,
particularly because responses to plaintiff's
said First Set of Interrogatories were served ten
months late and because defendant Summit Limited
at no time sought leave of this Court tardily to
file responses to said Interrogatories as required
by Rule 33, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure. The
Court further finds that the failure by defendant
Summit Limited timely to respond to plaintiff's
said discovery requests caused delay in the prosecution of these proceedings and substantial additional expense to plaintiff.

*

*
-8-

*
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10.

Defendant Summit Limited failed time-

~ to serve answers or objections to said inter-

rogatories submitted by plaintiff after proper
service of said interrogatories. Based upon the
foregoing determinations, together with the persistent failure of defendant Summit Limited timely
or properly to respond to plaintiff's discovery
requests, the Court determines pursuant to Rule
37(d), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, that judgment by default shall be rendered against defendant Summit Limited.
(R. 689-690; App. 67-69)
(emphasis added).
It is undisputed that appellant Summit Limited responded
to all of respondent's discovery requests before the motion
for summary judgment was heard by the trial court.

The trial

court's judgment reflects that on September 15, 19~6 responses were served upon plaintiffs.

(R. 689; App. 67).

These same responses were filed with the clerk of Summit
County on September 17, 1976, three days before the summary
judgment hearing.

(R. 643-645; App. 30-40; R. 668-669; App.

41-45; R. 670-686; App. 48-58).

For this reason Rule 37 is

inapplicable and cannot be used as a basis for imposing a default judgment.
Rule 33 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure concerns
the use of interrogatories as a discovery device.

This rule

provides "the party submitting the interrogatories may move
for an order under Rule 37(a) with respect to any objection
to or other failure to answer an interrogatory." (emphasis
added).

Rule 37, the sanction provision of the Utah Civil
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Rules, outlines the procedure to be used once the requesting
party makes its motion for discovery pursuant to Rule 33.
The applicable portions of Rule 37 are as follows:
37(a) (2) Motion.
If a deponent fails to answer
a question propounded or submitted under Rules
30 or 31, or a corporation or other entity fails
to make a designation under Rule 30(b) (6) or 3l(a),
or a party fails to answer an interrogatory submitted under Rule 33 . • . the discovering party
may move for an order compelling an answer, or a
designation, or an order compelling inspection in
accordance with the request.
(Emphasis added).

*

*

*

37(d) Failure of Party to Attend at Own Deposition or Serve Answers to Interrogatories or Respond to Requests for Inspection.
If a party or
an officer, director, or managing agent of a party or a person designated under Rule 30(b) (6) or
3l(a) to testify on behalf of a party fails (1)
to appear before the officer who was to take his
deposition, after being served with a proper notice, or (2) to serve answers or objections to
interrogatories submitted under Rule 33, after
proper service of the interrogatories • . . the
court in which the action is pending on motion may
make such orders in regard to the failure as are
just, and among others it may take any action authorized under paragraphs (A), (B), (C) of subdivision (b) (2) of this rule.
In lieu of any order or in addition thereto, the court shall require the party failing to act or the attorney
advising him or both to pay the reasonable expenses, including attorney's fees, caused by the
failure, unless the court finds that the failure
was substantially justified or that other circumstances make an award of expenses unjust. Rule
37(d) (Emphasis added).
A cursory examination of Rule 37 discloses that the mere
delay of filing discovery requests is not sufficient grounds
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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for sanctions.

This is not to say, however, that expenses

or costs cannot be assessed against a delinquent party since
Rule 37(a) (4) and 37(d) provide for reasonable expenses in
bringing the motion to compel discovery.

Since the court

in this case specifically found "that the failure by defendant Summit Limited timely to respond to plaintiff's said
discovery request caused delay in the prosecution of these
proceedings and substantial additional expense to plaintiff"
the court had discretion to award costs for such delay.

In

any event, however, the court erred in granting a default
judgment when it clearly had no authority to do so.
The United States District Court of Pennsylvania in
Kearns vs. 7-Up Company, 30 F.R.D. 333 (D. Penn. 1962) refused to issue sanctions under Rule 37 for a delay in answering interrogatories.

The court stated "Rule 37, by its

terms, does not impose sanctions for delay in answering interrogatories, and the Courts have generally not so interpreted the provisions of the Rule."
added) •

Id. at 334.

(Emphasis

This reasoning is especially applicable in cases

where the answering party may be ignorant of the Civil Rules
of Procedure.

Dunn vs. Pennsylvania Railway Company, 96

F.Supp. 597 (D. Ohio, 1951).
In addition to these legal reasons prohibiting a default judgment from being entered, other considerations also
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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prevail.

Defendant Summit Limited, acting through its

general partner Steven Bauer, immediately responded to the
discovery requests upon receipt of the plaintiff's motion
for summary judgment outlining the previous discovery failures.

(R. 620-621; App. 12-19; R. 660-667; App. 20-29;

R. 643-645; App. 30-40; R. 668-669; App. 41-45; R. 670-686;
App. 48-58).

Moreover, the judgment reflects that except

for the initial ten-month delay as to the first set of interrogatories, the third set of interrogatories and request
for admissions were only delayed four days from the last
service.

It should be noted that plaintiff amended its

complaint on two separate occasions, the last amendment being as late as July 19, 1976 (R. 597), and that under the
Utah Rules no discovery response is required until 45 days
have elapsed.

Since this action originally involved sixty

separate defendants (R. 1) it is understandable how the voluminous pleadings sent to all parties could especially confuse an out-of-state layman who foolishly attempted to represent the appellant partnership.
This Court has repeatedly held that a default judgment
should not be imposed for discovery purposes unless the
circumstances clearly warrant this extreme remedy.

In Car-

man vs. Slavens, 546 P.2d. 601 (Utah, 1976) an appeal was
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taken from an order directing that an answer be stricken
and summary judgment entered because of the defendant's
failure to appear at his deposition and produce documents.
Justice Crockett, in the opinion, succinctly interpreted
the sanction provision of Rule 37(d).

He stated:

The language of the rule as presently worded is
permissive, rather than mandatory, wherein it
states: that the court "may make such orders • •
as are just, and . . . may take any action . • . "
etc. This grants the court discretionary authority
to impose the sanctions mentioned. It is true that
where the authority to perform a proposed action
rests within the discretion of the court we must
allow considerable latitude in which he may exercise his judgment. But this does not mean that_
the court has unrestrained power to act in an arbitrary manner. Fundamental to the concept of
the rule of law is the principle that reason and
justice shall prevail over the arbitrary and uncontrolled rule of any one person; that this applies to all men in every status: to courts and
judges, as well to autocrats or bureaucrats. The
meaning of the term "discretion" itself imports
that the action should be taken within reason and
good conscience in the interest of protecting the
rights of both parties and serving the ends of
justice.
It has always been the policy of our law
to resolve doubts in favor of permitting parties
to have their day in court on the merits of a controversy.
Id. at 603.
(Emphasis added).
Likewise, in Westinghouse Electric Company vs. Paul W.
Larsen, Contractors Inc., 544 P.2d 876 (Utah, 1975) this
Court vacated an order entered by the trial court dismissing
a suit for failure to diligently prosecute.

Part of the con-

tentions raised by the defendants in that case bordered around the failure of plaintiffs to supply interrogatories in
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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--a timely manner.

This Court held that the granting of the

dismissal motion was unreasonable and that injustice would
result from such dismissal.

This Court also observed that

the defendants themselves were not overly diligent nor manifested any particular haste in getting the pre-trial discovery procedures completed.

Justice Crockett in the opinion

again stated the considerations in reviewing a dismissal
case:
It is indeed commendable to handle cases with dispatch and to move calendars with expedition in order to keep them up-to-date. But it is even more
important to keep in mind that the very reason for
the existence of courts is to afford disputants an
opportunity to be heard and to do justice between
them.
In conformity with that principle the courts
generally tend to favor granting relief from default judgments where there is any reasonable excuse, unless it will result in substantial prejudice or injustice to the adverse party.
Id. at
879.
The record is clear that no prejudice will result from
vacating this dismissal order since there are presently approximately forty other defendants remaining in the lawsuit
who have not yet had their day in court.

The record is also

clear that plaintiff made no effort under Rule 37(a) to seek
an order compelling discovery and therefore, just as in the
Westinghouse case, plaintiff cannot complain about delay
when it failed to utilize the judicial machinery provided to
prevent such problems.
For these reasons, the judgment of the trial court
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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..

granting default under Rule 37(d) of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure was improper and should be vacated.

See also

Hatch vs. Renzo, 21 Utah 2d 144, 442 P.2d 467 (Utah, 1968);
G.M. Leasing Corporation vs. Murray First Thrift and Loan Co.,
534 P.2d 1244 (Utah, 1975).
II. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT PURSUANT TO RULE 56, UTAH RULES OF CIVIL
PROCEDURE, IN THAT SUBSTANTIAL QUESTIONS OF MATERIAL FACT PRECLUDED SUMMARY DISPOSITION.
In paragraph 9 of the judgment, the trial court made the
following determination:
The pleadings, depositions, answers to interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with the
affidavit of J. c. Wheelwright show that there is
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that
plaintiff is entitled to judgment as a matter of
law as moved against defendant Summit Limited.
(R.
690; App. 69).
This conclusion of the judgment is unsupported by the
record as will be discussed in this section of the brief.
Before such discussion, however, it is well to remember the
admonitions concerning summary judgment as pronounced by this
Court.

Summary judgment is a drastic remedy and courts

should be reluctant to deprive litigants of an opportunity
to fully present their contentions upon a trial.

Tangren

vs. Ingalls, 12 Utah 2d 388, 367 P.2d 179 (1962); Brandt
vs. Sprinville Banking Company, 10 Utah 2d 350, 353 P.2d 460
(1960); Welchman vs. Wood, 9 Utah 2d 25, 337 P.2d 410 (1959).
Summary judgment should be granted only when, taking the view
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most favorable to the losing party's claims and any proof
that he might properly adduce thereunder, it is determined
that he in no event can prevail.

Holbrook Company vs. Adams,

542 P.2d 191 (Utah, 1975); Gillmor vs. Carter, 15 Utah 2d
280, 391 P.2d 426 (1964); Kidman vs. White, 14 Utah 2d 142,
378 P.2d 898 (1963).
Applying these principles to this record clearly reveals
that material questions of facts have not been resolved and
that summary disposition was error.

Plaintiff has plead

three specific theories allegedly giving rise to a cause of
action against defendant-appellant Summit Limited.
theories are:

These

(1) As an owner of property Summit Limited was

aware that plaintiffs were providing labor and materials to
improve the property and did not advise plaintiffs that such
improvements were not desired,

(R. 10-11);

(2) Appellant

Summit Limited is liable to plaintiffs because it entered into a fraudulent purchase of said lots in violation of Title
25 of the Utah Code Annotated (R. 599-601; App. 3-5);

(3)

Summit Limited entered into a contract with plaintiff by and
through its agent Ski Park City West Inc. for the performance
of asphalting which work was duly performed and is now owing

(R. 600-602; App. 5-6).

The record shows that material facts

still remain to be decided as to each theory propounded by
plaintiff.

Before focusing on the record, however, several
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preliminary matters should be raised.
This Court should take judicial notice that the "depositions" referred to in paragraph 9 of the judgment are inadmissible for purposes of this appeal.
The depositions of John Rose, J.

c.

(R. 690; App. 68).

Wheelwright, and Harold

W. Richy (contained in the Supreme Court record) were neither
opened nor published and as such could not be properly considered by the trial court nor by this court.
Depositions §§ 81-82, pp. 420-421.

26A C.J.S.,

The depositions of Hall-

mark and Krause referred to by plaintiff's counsel during
the motion for summary judgment are also inadmissible-.
3 of Reporter's transcript; App. 60).

(P.

The Krause deposition

has never been filed, opened, nor published by the district
court.

The Hallmark deposition was not filed with the dis-

trict court clerk until October 12, 1976, some twenty-two
days after the summary judgment hearing and also was not
opened nor published by the trial court.
On September 17, 1976 appellant filed with the Summit
County clerk The Affidavit of Steven H. Bauer In Opposition
to Motion for Summary Judgment and Default Judgment.
660-662); App. 20-29).

(R.

Although plaintiff's counsel at-

tempted to eliminate this affidavit from consideration in
paragraph 8 of the judgment (R. 690; App. 68) the affidavit
is still valid (except for a deposition transcript quotation)
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--since it was based on personal knowledge and since no motion
to strike was made at the time of the summary judgment proceeding thereby waiving any deficiency which could be claimed.

Fox vs. Allstate Insurance Co., 22 Utah 2d 383, 453 P.2d

701 (1969); Howick vs. Bank of Salt Lake, 28 Utah 2d 64, 498
p. 2d 3 5 2 ( 19 7 3) •
A.

Plaintiff's theory of land ownership and agency.
Plaintiff originally named Summit Limited as a de-

fendant on the theory that Summit, along with some forty other
land owners, were aware that plaintiff was providing materials to improve their property but did not object nor inform
plaintiff that such services were not desired.

(R.

11).

In

addition, plaintiffs claimed that Ski Park City West Inc.,
the corporation which signed the agreement with plaintiff,
was acting as agent for each of the property owners.

(R. 11).

There is no evidence in the record that defendant
Summit Limited was aware that plaintiff was paving the property during July of 1976.

Appellant's answer to interroga-

tory No. 15 states that Summit Limited was not aware of the
grading and paving until the late summer of 1974.
App. 36).

(R.

644;

Since plaintiff's own affidavit showed that the

project was completed before July 29, 1974,

(R. 624-625;

App. 15-18), there is a question of fact whether this defendant knew the paving was to be undertaken or that it acSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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quiesced in allowing the completion of such work.

Similar-

ly, defendant specifically denied that Ski Park City West
was an agent for Summit Limited.

(R. 660; App. 20-23).

For these reasons, material facts exist as to the claims
made under plaintiff's first theory of liability and summary
judgment was improper.
B.

Plaintiff's fraudulent conveyance theory
Plaintiff claimed under its Eighth Cause of Action

that defendant Summit Limited conspired with National Property Management Inc. and received lots 1, 4, 23, and 25
without receipt of fair consideration.
5).

(R. 597-600; App. 1-

Plaintiff further claimed that such conveyance was in

violation of Title 25 of the Utah Code Annotated.

Plaintiff

introduced no affirmative evidence aside from these bare allegations of any fraudulent conveyance.
Defendant Summit Limited, on the other hand, through
its acting general partner stated under oath that $132,000
was paid for the property.

(R. 660; App. 20).

Moreover, Sum-

mit Limited specifically denied plaintiff's statement that no
consideration was received in the Request for Admissions.
542, 669; App. 43).

(R.

It again asserted valuable consideration

in its answers to the Third Set of Interrogatories.
534, 670-671; App. 50-51).

(R. 533-

The record is devoid of any show-

ing by plaintiff that such consideration is not to be deemed
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"fair consideration" as defined in Section 25-1-3 Utah Code
Annotated.
For these preceding reasons, therefore, plaintiffs
claim of fraudulent conveyance is not supported by the present record and is a question to be resolved at trial or
upon appellant's motion for summary judgment.

c.

Plaintiff's theory of agency
Plaintiff in its Ninth Cause of Action alleges that

Ski Park City West, Inc. was acting as agent for defendant
Summit Limited when Ski Park City West, Inc. entered into the
pavement contract with plaintiff.

(R. 600-602; App. 5-6).

Appellant Summit Limited in its affidavit of Steven Bauer
specifically denied that Ski Park City West, Inc. acted in
the capacity of an agent.

(R. 660-662; App. 20-23).

This

was also denied in Summit Limited's answers to request for
admissions.

(R. 543-544, 669; App. 44-45).

In addition to these firm denials, it is obvious
from an examination of the pleadings and contracts that there
is no legal or factual reason why defendant Summit Limited is
bound by the agreement entered into with plaintiff.

To clari-

fy the various companies involved in this transaction the
following synopsis is offered:
nia limited partnership.

Summit Limited is a Califor-

During the time of this lawsuit its

general partner was Condor International.

(R. 537, 671; App.
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55).

Richard Hallmark was then the president of Condor and

was also vice president of a Utah corporation known as Ski
Park City West, Inc.

The wholly owned subsidiary company of

Ski Park City West, Inc. was National Property Management,
Inc.

(R. 542; App. 43).
Thus, plaintiff claims under its Ninth Cause of

Action that Sununit Limited is liable for the acts of Ski
Park City West, Inc. when the only link between these two
companies was that Mr. Hallmark was both the president of
its general partner, Condor International, and vice president of Ski Park City West.
If defendant Summit Limited were a corporation rather than a limited partnership and the allegation were made
that the common officer created a single entity, a court
would require a clear showing of fraud being worked upon third
parties before such an allegation would be allowed to stand.
Rena-ware Distributors, Inc. vs. State, 463 P.2d 622 (Wash.,
1970).

In this case, however, defendant Summit Limited is
even one more step removed from such a conclusion of agency.
Here, Summit Limited is a limited partnership and is insulated
from most liability caused from the actions of its general
partner not to mention a mere officer of the general partner.
~Uniform

Limited Partnership Act, Title 48, chapter 2,
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Utah Code Annotated.
The record is completely devoid of any showing of
fraud or any acts giving rise to an agency relationship as
plead in plaintiff's Ninth Cause of Action.

Since Summit

Limited, under oath of its general partner, specifically
denied such agency it was clear error for the trial court
to grant summary judgment on this theory.
A fourth cause of action theory was argued before
the trial court during the motion for summary judgment but
had not been previously plead in either the original complaint or the subsequent amendments.

It goes without say-

ing that such statements by plaintiff's counsel were inadmissible and that a summary judgment motion could not be
based upon an unpleaded cause of action.

However, in order

for this Court to more fully understand the transactions which
transpired among the various companies a brief discussion of
this argument is in order.
Plaintiff's attorney at the hearing argued that
National Property Management was obligated to install the
paving on the subdivision under a previous agreement entered
into with Park West Village, the original owners of the land.
Plaintiff's argument continued that since defendant Summit
Limited entered into a second agreement with National Property Management which allowed it to assume National ProperSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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ty's "position" in the event of the latter's default, that
therefore Summit Limited was liable for the paving on the
subdivision.

(Transcript of proceedings 2-3; App. 60-62).

Plaintiff's counsel failed to point out to the
court that the original contract with plaintiff was entered
into by Ski Park City West, Inc. which was the parent company of National Property Management.

The law is clear that

only in the case of moral culpability in the form of fraud or
other injustice can a parent corporation and its subsidiary
be considered as the same entity and that absent such moral
culpability the two corporations will be considered as two,
independent legal entities.

Without such showing appellant

is in no way bound by the acts of the parent company.

Schlecht

vs. Equitable Builders Inc., 535 P.2d 86 (Ore. 1975).

See

also Surgical Supply Center vs. Industrial Commission, 223
P.2d 593 (Utah, 1950).
In addition to the fact question of the interrelationship between Ski Park City West, Inc., National Property
Management, Inc., and Summit Limited there exists the factual
question of what "position" Summit Limited would be assuming
in the Property Management contract.

(R. 667; App. 29).

This

too would be a question of fact based upon the surrounding
circumstances of the agreements and would be improper for
judgment without a factual determination.

Russell vs. Park
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City Utah Corporation, 29 Utah 2d 184, 506 P.2d 1274 (1973).
It is thus apparent that the three plead legal
theories and the one unplead theory were not supported by
evidence in the record allowing a court to conclude that
no issue existed as to material facts.

Plaintiff failed to

produce any proof as to these legal theories and merely relied upon its pleadings and counsel's statement.

The record

as it presently exists supports appellant's defenses and as
such it cannot be said as a matter of law that there is no
reasonable possibility that appellant will not prevail on
the merits at trial.

Bullock vs. Desert Dodge Truck Center,

Inc. 11 Utah 2d 1, 354 P.2d 559 (1960).
The case of Holbrook Co. vs. Adams, 542 P.2d 191
(Utah, 1975) should be considered by this Court because of
its close analogy to the present action.

In Adams a con-

struction company sued three defendants alleging that it
had done work for them and had not been paid.

Defendants

asked the trial court for a judgment of dismissal or summary
judgment.

In support they filed affidavits stating that they

had not contracted with the plaintiff to have any work performed.

The plaintiff filed a counter-affidavit stating

that the plaintiff's president had specifically dealt with
the three individuals and had received certification from
the Secretary of State that they were acting under an assumed
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name.

The trial court granted defendant's motion for sum-

mary judgment.
On appeal this Court remanded to the district
court on the basis that the counter-affidavit had raised
a sufficient question of fact to require a trial.

As this

Court said:
[I]t only takes one sworn statement under
oath to dispute the averments on the
other side of the controversy and create
an issue of fact. This is analogous to
the elemental rule that the fact-trier may
believe one witness as against many, or
many against one.

*

*

*

It is not the purpose of the summary
judgment procedure to judge the credibility of the averments of parties, or witnesses, or the weight of evidence. Neither
is it to deny parties the right to a trial
to resolve disputed issues of fact . . . .
[I]f there is any dispute as to any issue,
material to the settlement of the controversy, the summary judgment should not be
granted. Id. at 193.
In the instant case there is a serious dispute as
to agency, interpretation of contracts, and fraudulent conveyances.

While admittedly Summit Limited's lack of Utah

legal counsel caused some confusion and non-compliance with
the Utah discovery rules, the appellant made a good-faith
effort to show, at the time of the summary judgment proceeding, that material facts were in dispute.

Because of appel-
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lant's failure to hire local counsel it was not represented
at the summary judgment proceeding and the trial court did
not have the benefit of an advocate to challenge the assertions made by plaintiff's counsel.
ings p. 5; App. 64).

(Transcript of proceed-

Appellant Summit Limited has obviously

learned the folly of attempting to represent itself and now
is prepared to professionally litigate this action.
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CONCLUSION
Defendant-appellant Summit Limited responded to the
discovery requests before respondent-plaintiff's motion for
default was heard.

As such, therefore, the trial court

could only award expenses caused by the delay and could not
grant a default judgment.
At the time of the hearing there was substantial documentation in the form of an opposing affidavit and sworn interrogatories and admissions indicating that material facts
were in dispute.

Even though appellant had no advocate be-

fore the trial court, the pleadings contained in the file
itself were sufficient to preclude a summary judgment motion
from being granted.

For these reasons, this Court must re-

mand this action to the lower court for a trial on the merits.
Respectfully submitted,
HANSON, WADSWORTH & RUSSON

,TIMOTHY R. HANSON
702 Kearns Building
Salt Lake City, Utah

CRAIG $~COOK, of counsel
3645 East 3100 South
Salt Lake City, Utah
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(R. 597)
MARTINEAU & MAAK
c. Keith Rooker
Bruce A. Maak
Attorneys for Plaintiff
1800 Beneficial Life Tower
36 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone:
532-7840

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

W.W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a Utah corporation,
Plaintiff,
SECOND AMENDED
COMPLAINT

vs.
PARK WEST VILLAGE, INC., et al.,

Civil No. 4800
Defendants.

(R.

598)

Plaintiff complains of defendants and alleges as follows:
1.

Plaintiff by this reference incorporates herein each

and every allegation and prayer for relief that is contained
in its Amended Complaint, which is on file herein.
EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION
2.

National Property Management, Inc. is a corporation

organized by and under the laws of the State of Utah, having
its principal place of business in Summit County, Utah.

At
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all times material hereto, National Property Management was a
wholly owned subsidiary of Ski Park City West, Inc., a Utah
corporation.
3.

Ski Park City West, Inc. is a corporation organized

by and under the laws of the State of Utah.

4.

Summit Limited is a limited partnership organized

under the laws of the State of California having its principal
place of business in Summit County, Utah, having transacted
substantial business in the State of Utah, and presently purporting to hold title to lots 1, 4, 23, and 25, Park West Village, Plat "A," according to the official plat thereof which
is of record with the County Recorder of Summit County, State
of Utah.

At all times material hereto, Ski Park City West,

Inc. was the sole general partner of Summit Limited.
5.

On or about July 8, 1974, plaintiff, on the one hand,

and National Property Management, Inc. as principal through
its duly authorized agent, Ski Park City West, Inc., on the
other hand, entered into a contract, a copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "A" and by this reference incorporated herein (hereinafter referred to as the "Contract"), by
the terms of which plaintiff agreed to perform certain grading,
asphaltic concrete paving, and related work upon a subdivision
known as Park
(R.

599)

West Village, "Plat "A," which is located in Summit County,
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Utah, and National Property Management, Inc. through its duly
authorized agent, Ski Park City West, Inc. agreed to pay
plaintiff therefor in full within ten (10) days following completion of the said work.
6.

On or about July 26, 1974, plaintiff completed per-

formance of all work required to be performed by plaintiff under said Contract.
7.

All conditions precedent to plaintiff's right to

payment in full from National Property Management, Inc. have
been performed and have occurred.

8.

National Property Management, Inc. ig a debtor of

plaintiff and owes to plaintiff the principal sum of $38,199.65,
together with interest thereon at the rate of twelve percent
per annum from and after August 5, 1974, until paid, less the
sum of $1,007.09, which latter sum plaintiff has been paid
heretofore in connection with said work and contract as alleged
above.
9.

Between December, 1973 and October, 1974, National

Property Management, Inc., without receipt of fair consideration therefor, conveyed to Summit Limited various realty located in Summit County, State of Utah, including lots 1, 4, 23,
and 25, Park west Village, Plat "A," according to the plat
thereof which is of record in the off ice of the County Recorder
of Summit County, State of Utah.
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10.

At the time(s) and as the result of said conveyances

of realty, National Property Management, Inc. was or was
thereby rendered insolvent within the meaning of Section 25-1-2,
Utah Code Annotated.
11.

At the time(s) of the said conveyances, National Pro-

perty Management, Inc. was engaged and was about to engage in
(R.

600)

various businesses and transactions, including the development
and resale of realty located in said Park West Village, Plat
"A," for which the property and assets remaining in its hands
following the said conveyances were unreasonably small capital.
12.

At the time(s) of said conveyances, National Property

Management, Inc. intended to and believed that it would incur
debts beyond its ability to pay as they mature.
13.

National Property Management, Inc. effected said

conveyances with the actual intent to hinder, delay, and defraud its present and future creditors, including plaintiff.
14.

The conveyances by National Property Management,

Inc. to Summit Limited of the said realty, including said lots
1, 4, 23, and 25, Park West Village, Plat "A," and each of
them, were fraudulent as to plaintiff, and plaintiff is entitled to have said conveyances set aside to the extent necessary to satisfy its claims, to disregard said conveyances, and
to levy execution upon the said property conveyed.
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NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION
As an alternative to Eighth Cause of Action, plaintiff
alleges as follows:
15.

Plaintiff by this reference incorporates in this

Ninth Cause of Action paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of Eighth Cause
of Action above.
16.

On or about July 8, 1974, plaintiff, on the one hand,

and Summit Limited as principal through its duly authorized
agent, Ski Park City West, Inc., on the other hand, entered
into a contract, a copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "A," and by this reference incorporated herein (hereinafter referred to as the "Contract"), by the terms of which
plaintiff
(R.

601)

agreed to perform certain grading, asphaltic concrete paving,
and related work upon a subdivision known as Park West Village, Plat "A," which is located in Summit County, Utah, and
Summit Limited through its duly authorized agent, Ski Park City
West, Inc. agreed to pay plaintiff therefor in full within ten
(10) days following completion of the said work.
17.

On or about July 26, 1974, plaintiff completed per-

formance of all work required to be performed by plaintiff under said Contract.
18.

All conditions precedent to plaintiff's right to paySponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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ment in full from Summit Limited have been performed and have
occurred.
19.

Summit Limited owes to plaintiff the principal sum

of $38,199.65, together with interest thereon at the rate of
twelve percent per annum from and after August 5, 1974, until
paid, less the sum of $1,007.09, which latter sum plaintiff has
been paid heretofore in connection with said work and contract
as alleged above.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays judgment as follows:

1.

Under Eighth Cause of Action,
(a)

For a judgment and decree setting

aside with respect to plaintiff the purported conveyance of realty by National
Property Management, Inc. to Summit
Limited, including lots 1, 4, 23, and
25, Park west Village, Plat "A," according to the plat thereof, which is of
(R. 602)
record with the County Recorder of Summit
County, Utah, and such other conveyances
by National Property Management, Inc. to
Summit Limited as may prove to be fraudulent as to plaintiff and adjudging that
plaintiff may disregard and levy execution
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upon the said property conveyed, and
(b)

For such other and further relief

as the Court deems appropriate.
2.

Under Ninth Cause of Action, in the alternative to

Eighth Cause of Action,
(a)

For a judgment against Summit

Limited in the sum of $38,199.65, together with interest thereon at the
rate of twelve percent per annum from
and after August 8, 1974, until paid,
less the sum of $1,007.09,
(b)

For plaintiff's costs incurred here-

in, and
(c)

For such other and further relief

as the Court deems appropriate.

MARTINEAU & MAAK

s/Bruce A. Maak
Bruce A. Maak
1800 Beneficial Life Tower
36 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Attorneys for Plaintiff

App. 7
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DE LOS

SAN CLEMENTE

DAT_E_ _~·~"~'~'~v_1~,..-~1~9~z~4,__

~~RES

CALIFORNIA

WE PROPOSE hereby to furnish material and labor -

92672
complete in accordance with below specifications.

ASPHALTIC CONCRETE PAVING AT PARK WEST VILLAGE,
PARK C !TY, UTAH A;m TO INCLUDE:
APPROXIMATELY 10,119 SQUARE YARD.

1.

ROAD aASE IN PLACE BY

2.

PROCESS AND COMPACT EXISTING ROAD BASE GRAVEL.

3.

TWO AND ONE-HALF INCHES (2 12") OF Fli'lE THREE BIN ASPHALTIC
CONCRETE-SURFACE COAT.

OTHE~.

$2:53 PER SQ YD
OR
$26,107.02

BID:

~~OTE:

1.

COi'!Tr<ACT PR I CE IS COUT HlGEiH Oi·J OUR. PURCHASE OF ASP:-iAL T
OIL AT TdE REFit:i:RY FOR $63.00 PER TOiJ, TAX NOT Ii'!CLUDED.
AtiY i;.;CREASE Ii-< THAT PRICE \· 1 ILL RESULT IN Atl ADDITION.'\L
CHARGE.
ANY DECREASE IN THAT PRICE WILL RESULT IN A
CREDIT.

2.

ANY ROAD BASE USED WILL BE ADDC:O AT $2.85 PER TON DELIVERED.

3.

AREA TO 6E MEASURED,FOR fl~AL BILLING AT ABOVE SQUARE YARD
P~I Cc.

IN f:OREST chargad on past due accounls at

12% per year.

ROUGH GRADING must bring area within .2 ± CJ! finished grade.
FINE GRADING means bring area to finished grade requiring no
material to be moved In or oul

NOTE: This proposal may ba withdrawn by us if not accepted
within _ _
l 5~- days.

ri=--==--- ACCEPTANCE OF PROPOSAL
tj
p
i;

The above prices, ~pecifications and conditions 2ro satisfactor/
and are hereby a~cei)lcd. You are authorized to do the work as
specified. Terms: Nl)t 10 days \1fter comp~clion of work.
DatG of Acceptance; _

0-~--

---====-~-===
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(R. 615)
Summit Ltd., a
Limited Partnership
By Steven H. Bauer,
General Partner
25942 Via Viento
Mission Viejo, California
In Pro Per
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

W. W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a Utah corporation,

Plaintiff,

v.

CIVIL NO. 4800
ANSWER OF SUMMIT LIMITED,
A General Partnership, to
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT

PARK WEST VILLAGE, INC., a
Utah corporation, et al.,

Defendants.)

COMES NOW SUMMIT LTD., and for itself alone and for no
other Defendant named herein and for answer to the Second Amended Complaint admits, denies and alleges as follows:
EIGHTH CAUSE OF ACTION
I

For answer to Paragraph 1 of this answering Defendant incorporates its previously filed answer in this matter as if set
forth in full herein.
II
For answer to Paragraphs 2 and 3, this answering Defendant
has no sufficient information or belief sufficient to make an
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answer and on that ground denies the allegations thereof.
(R. 616)
III

For answer to Paragraph 4 this answering defendant admits that it is a limited partnership organized under the
laws of the State of California and holds title to lots 1,4,
23 and 25, Park West Village, but denies that its principal
place of business is in Summit Co., Utah and that Ski Park
City West Inc., was its sole general partner.
IV
For answer to Paragraph 5 this answering Defendant admits
that there was a purported contract attached as Exhibit

"A"

to the Complaint, but has no information or belief sufficient
to make an answer to the remaining allegations of said Paragraph and on that ground denies said remaining allegations.

v
For answer to Paragraphs 6,7,8,10,ll,12 and 13, this answering Defendant has no sufficient inform •.tion or belief sufficient to make an answer and on that ground denies each individual Paragraph and the whole thereof.
VI
For answer to Paragraph 9 this answering Defendant admits
it was conveyed lots 1, 4, 23 and 25 of Park West Village between December

1

73 and October '74 but denies that said con-

veyances were without fair consideration.
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VII
For answer to Paragraph 14 this answering Defendant denies
each and every allegation and the whole thereof.
NINTH CAUSE OF ACTION
For answer to Paragraph 15 this answering Defendant incorporates
(R. 617)
its answers to Paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of the Eighth Cause of
Action.
II
For answer to Paragraphs 16, 17, 18, and 19 this answering
Defendant denies each and every allegation of all of said Paragraphs and the whole thereof.
WHEREFORE, Defendant Summit Limited, prays judgment as follows:
1.

That Plaintiff take nothing by its complaint herein;

2.

For costs of suit, herein;

3.

For such other and further relief as the Court may

and

deem just and proper.
SUMMIT LIMITED, a Limited
Partnership

By s/Steven H. Bauer
General Partner
In Propria Persona
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(R. 620)
MARTINEAU & MAAK
c. Keith Rooker
Bruce A. Maak
Attorneys for Plaintiff
1800 Beneficial Life Tower
36 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone:
532-7840

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

W.W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a Utah corporation,
Plaintiff
vs.
PARK WEST VILLAGE, INC., a
Utah corporation, et al.,

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
AND
MOTION FOR ENTRY OF
DEFAULT JUDGMENT
AND
NOTICE
Civil No. 4800

Defendants.

M 0 T I 0 N
Plaintiff W. W. & W. B. Gardner, Inc. hereby moves the
Court as follows:
1.

For summary judgment against defendant Summit

Limited, a California Limited Partnership, under
Ninth Cause of Action of the Second Amended Complaint of plaintiff in the amount of $38,199.65,
together with interest thereon at the rate of
twelve percent per annum from and after August 8,
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1976, until paid, less the sum of $2,018.60.
2.

For entry of a default judgment against de-

fendant Summit Limited, a California
(R. 621)
Limited Partnership, under Ninth Cause of Action
of the Second Amended Complaint herein.
The first motion advanced above is brought by plaintiff
pursuant to Rule 56, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, and is
based upon the Affidavit of J.

c.

Wheelwright and the plead-

ings and depositions on file herein.

Based upon the said

affidavits, pleadings, and depositions, there exists no
genuine issue of material fact as to plaintiff's entitlement
to the judgment prayed for, and plaintiff is entitled to said
judgment as a matter of law.
The second motion advanced above is brought by plaintiff
pursuant to Rule 37(d) and Rule 55, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure and is based upon the following grounds:

(a) On October

23, 1975, plaintiff duly served upon defendant Summit Limited
its First Set of Interrogatories to Defendants Other Than
Park West Village, et al., answers to which were due on November 25, 1975 and answers to which have not to date been
served or filed; and (b) On July 6, 1976 and again on August
9, 1976, plaintiff duly served upon defendant Summit Limited
its Third Set of Interrogatories, answers to which were due
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on August 8, 1976 and/or September 11, 1976 and answers to
which have not to date been served or filed.
N 0 T I C E
TO:

DEFENDANTS AND THEIR ATTORNEYS OF RECORD:
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the undersigned will bring the

above motion on for hearing before this Court at the courtroom thereof in the Courthouse at Coalville, Utah, on the
20th day
(R. 622)
of September, 1976 at 10:00 A.M. or as soon thereafter as
counsel can be heard.
DATED this 3 day of September, 1976.

MARTINEAU & MAAK

s/C. Keith Rooker
C. Keith Rooker

barn

s/Bruce A. Maak
Bruce A. Maak
1800 Beneficial Life Tower
36 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Attorneys for Plaintiff

App. 14
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(R. 623)
MARTINEAU & MAAK
C. Keith Rooker
Bruce A. Maak
Attorneys for Plaintiff
1800 Beneficial Life Tower
36 South State Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone:
532-7840

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

W. W. & W. B. GARDNER, Inc.,
a Utah corporation,
Plaintiff,

AFFIDAVIT OF
JOHN C. WHEELWRIGHT
Civil No. 4800

vs.
PARK WEST VILLAGE, INC., a
Utah corporation, et al,
Defendants.

STATE OF UTAH
ss.
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE
JOHN C. WHEELWRIGHT, being first duly sworn upon oath,
deposes and states as follows:

1.

Affiant is and since the summer of 1971 has been

employed by W.

w.

& W. B. Gardner, Inc.

("Gardner") in the ca-

pacity of an estimator and project supervisor.

In that ca-

pacity, Affiant is responsible for bidding or negotiating
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paving contracts on behalf of Gardner, overseeing any work
that results, ascertaining the amount of labor and material
utilized in completed work, and preparing final invoices for
work so completed.
2.

On July 1, 1974, Affiant prepared and executed on

behalf of Gardner a proposal to furnish certain paving, compact(R.

624)

ing, and grading services and materials upon certain real estate located in Summit County, State of Utah known as Park
West Village, Plat "A."

A true and correct copy of said

proposal, which was thereafter executed by one Richard Hallmark is attached hereto marked Exhibit "A."
3.

Pursuant to said proposal and directions of em-

ployees and agents of Ski Park City West, Inc. Affiant caused
Gardner to process, compact, install additional road base
gravel upon, grade, sterilize, and pave the roads, parking
lots, and areas around a fire station located in or around
the said real estate known as Park West Village, Plat "A."
4.
work:

Gardner performed three general areas of such paving
(a) the streets,

parking lots.

(b) the fire stations, and (c) the

Following the completion of each of the said

three areas, Affiant measured the paving so installed, computed the surface area of same, ascertained the quantity of
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road base gravel installed, and determined the price of asphalt oil paid by Gardner for oil utilized in each area.
5.

With respect to the said streets, Affiant on or

about July 29, 1974 prepared the document, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "B,"
which document reflects that 11,098.5 square yards of paving
were installed upon said streets.

Affiant ascertained that

792.25 tons of road base gravel were installed upon said
streets and that soil sterilization expenses in the amount
of $950.00 were incurred.

Based upon the foregoing quan-

tities, an invoice for street paving was prepared by Affiant
on or about July 31, 1974, a true and correct copy of which
is attached hereto marked Exhibit "C."
6.

With respect to the said fire station areas, Affiant

aScertained that 247.33 square yards of paving were installed
thereon and that 1.6 tons of asphalt oil was utilized in install(R. 625)
ing said paving.

On or about November 19, 1974, Affiant pre-

pared an invoice based upon the foregoing quantities and the
amount that Affiant determined had been charged to Gardner
in excess of $50.00 per ton for said oil, a true and correct
copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "D."
7.

With respect to the said parking lots, Affiant on
App. 17
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or about July 29, 1974 prepared the document, a true and
correct copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "E,"
which document reflects that 1756.67 square yards of paving
were installed upon said parking lots.

Affiant ascertained

that 356.0 tons of road base gravel were installed upon said
parking lots.

Based upon the foregoing quantities, an in-

voice for such parking lots was prepared by Af f iant on or
about July 31, 1974, a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "F."
8.

Affiant has computed the sums of the total amounts

reflected in Exhibits "C," "D," and "F," and the total sum
of same is $38,199.65.

Said total sum represents an accurate

computation of the total amount owed to Gardner pursuant to
the terms of Exhibit "A" hereto.
9.

Affiant has reviewed the records of Gardner and

has ascertained that Gardner has received, to and including
the date hereof, the total sum of $2,081.60 from various property owners in return for partial releases of the mechanic's
lien of Gardner upon said property, which total sum has been
applied to reduce the amounts owed to Gardner for its services as set forth above.
DATED this 3 day of September, 1976

s/John C. Wheelwright
JOHN C. WHEELWRIGHT
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(R. 626)
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 3rd day of September, 1976.

s/Sue Belman
Notary Public
Residing at:

Salt Lake City, Ut.

My Commission Expires:
July 29, 1979
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(R. 660)
Summit Ltd. , a
Limited Partnership
By Steven H. Bauer,
General Partner
25942 Via Viento
Mission Viejo, California

92675

In Pro Per
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

W.W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a UTAH Corporation,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CIVIL NO. 4800
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN H. BAUER
IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND DEFAULT
JUDGMENT

PARK WEST VILLAGE, INC., a
UTAH Corporation, et al.,
Defendants.

STEVEN H. BAUER being first duly sworn deposes and
says:
1.

I am the general partner of SUMMIT LTD.

At no

time did SKI PARK CITY WEST, INC. act in the capacity of an
agent for SUMMIT LTD.
2.

The consideration paid by SUMMIT LTD. for the

property it now owns in PARK WEST VILLAGE, Plot "A" was
$132,000.

This money was paid to SKI PARK CITY WEST, INC.

and/or its wholly owned subsidiary NATIONAL PROPERTY MANAGESponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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MENT.
3.

At no time did SUMMIT LTD. assume the lia-

bility to Plaintiff herein nor did it except said liability
from NATIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT or SKI PARK CITY WEST, INC.
ROBERT KRAUSE a Vice President of SKI PARK CITY WEST, INC.
during his deposition
(R. 661)
stated

(at page 33 and 34 of the Transcript) on April 14, 1976

at San Clemente, California.
"Q

Okay.

You were going to sell all the land to

Summit Limited under Exhibit 4 yet you were going t6 retain
the obligation to pave the road?
A

I felt $300,000 profit was sufficient to sustain

a $30,000 obligation.
Q

Was that part of your agreement in Exhibit 4

that National Property Management would retain the obligation
to do the paving?
A

Under Exhibit 4 there was no passing through of

the obligation to do anything to the buyers of the property,
National Property Management.

National Property Management

retained its obligations, whatever they would be, didn't pass
them through.
Q

So it was your intent then to keep the obliga-

tion in National Property Management to do the paving; is that
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right?
A

That's correct."

4.

In its answer to the Ninth Cause of Action,

SUMMIT LTD. has denied the allegations of Paragraph 16 of the
Second Amended Complaint which alleges that SKI PARK CITY
WEST, INC. was SUMMIT LTD'S. agent.

It is my information and

belief that at no time did SKI PARK CITY WEST, INC. act in the
capacity as an agent or in any other capacity on behalf of
SUMMIT, LTD.
5.

In accordance with Paragraph 7 of the Agree-

ment of November 15, 1973 between NATIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
and SUMMIT LTD. certain parcels within PARK WEST VILLAGE, Plot
A was to be released upon payment.

This was accomplished as

to
(R. 662)
those lots and parcels set forth as owned by SUMMIT LTD. in
the complaint on file herein.

A copy of this agreement was

sent to Attorney Maak in response to his Request for Production of Documents dated July 12, 1976.

A copy of said agree-

ment is attached hereto marked Exhibit A and incorporated
herein by this reference.

A copy of the cover letter sent to

Mr. Maak is attached hereto marked Exhibit B and incorporated
herein by this reference.
6.

At this time I am in the process of obtaining
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legal advice and responding to the discovery requests of Mr.
Maak.
Executed at Santa Ana, California, this 15 day of
September, 1976.

s/Steven H. Bauer
STEVEN H. BAUER

Subscribed and sworn before me
on this 15th day of September,
1976.

s/Agnes B. _L_a_r_s_e_n~~~~~~~~
Notary Public
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l.

THIS

P..GP.=:c:::~:IT i:l:!c'.2

after d2sisnated as "Sel1er", c.nci

this 15th day of t:over.i!:Jer, 1973, by

SUi~'HT

Lii-:ITED, a Limited Partnership,

hereinafter designated as "Buyer" of 647 Cc.mino De Los r-t.:ires, San
Clemente, California 92572.

2.

HITNESSETH:

That the Seller for the consideration

her~in

mentioned agrees to sell and convey to the Buyer c.nd the Buyer for the
consideration herein r.~ntioned agrees to purchase the real property
situate in Surnit County, State of Utah knm·m as Park \-lest Vi1lage and
wDre particularly described in the Title Policy attached hereto as
Exhibit A.

Seller Y"efJresents that a portion of said real_ property is

included in a subdivision more particularly ·described on the Plat, recorded as entrJ §115341 1·1ith the Summit County Recorder and that said
subdivision consists of certain sold and unsold lots as more particulariy_
set forth on the InventorJ attached hereto as Exhibit 8.

The lot nur:ibers

en said InventorJ r=lete to said Plat and the unsold lots designated the1'
are included 1·1ithin the real property 1·1hich is the subject of this Agreeo"1
The lots designated as having been sold on said Inventory inclt;de lots
sold by deed and by contract a:id are not part of the subject of this sak
3.

Said Buye-. hereby agrees to enter into possessio:i and pay

for said premises the su::i of $736/180.0fJ, payable at t!ie office of Selle;
his assigns or ord.er, 6f,7 Cai::ir.o De Los l·'are.s, San Cler.ente, Ca.lifor~iJ
92672, strictly

!·/~thin

the fol1:r.-1ir.g terns, to-:·1it:

SJ,r'J'U10 ca.sh on or before Decenber 31, 1973, .one
th~ ba1e~ce

of

$727,~~0.00

shall be

p~~d

as follows:
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,, c · )!___ _ _
_

and the l5t1 day of D2ce"b2r of each of the years 197¢, 19/5,
1976, 1977, 1973 <!nd fer A.ugust 15, 1979, !·tith a

pa:;~ent

of the

Cec~r::ber

principal balance plus interest accrued to date.as of

15,

1979.
The o'Jyer my pre;:iay ell principal or any interest at any time.
2lso

~ay

8!Jyer sh=.11

to Seller the sum of $72,200.00 as a 1oan fee to Seller.

Possessicn

o; said premises shall be delivered to Buyer on the da:e of the first payment
Fro~

the date hereof until possession is delivered or until Buyer has de-

faulted under this Agreement, Buyer shall have access to the property to
17lake surveys, son tests and to conduct other engineering activities.
4.

Interest shall be charged from the date hereof on a11

·unpai~

portions of the purchase price at the rate of 8-1/2% per annum.
5.

It is understood and agreed that if the Seller accepts payment

from the Buyer on this Contract less than according to the terms herein
r::entioned, then by so doing it will in no way alter the tenns of the Contract
rer.~dies

as to the forfeiture hereinafter stipulated or as to any other

or"

the Seller.
6.

It is understood that there presently exists an obligati_on

against said property in favor of Earl and Jl.nna Pressler

~·1hich

has been

assigned to Do•.-mey State Bank 1·dth an unpaid balance of .$18,0IJO.GIJ as·
of December l, 1973, 1·1hich obligation is to be paid by Se1ler's

;:rr~c!ecessor

in interest, Park Hest Village, Inc.

7.

The Seller agrees to cause the release of and convey fee

sir;:::ile title to parcels of land to the Buyer- upon receipt of .ar::ounts l.isted
with respect to each parcel as set forth on Exhibit C and in accordance
\·d th the terrr:s specified therein.
8.

Seller represents that there are no unpaid special iG-
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prn::ess of being in:;talled or •.:hi ch have been co"1pleted and not paid for.
9.

~J-.·:2'.'2r,

Buyer end Sell er agree that they 1·1il l r.ot

~·Jrtgage

or ot1er.I:>
.. ,

S'..!yer say record a notice of this Contri!ct 21.: its electic;i.
llJ. Tne Buyer ag.-ees to !JC:Y all taxes 2nd ass2ssr::2nts of ev.:..-1 !::,:

after the d.:!te hereof.

12.

The ·Buyer further agrees to keep al1 insurzSie buildings

and ii:!prover.:ents on said prenises insured in a
Seller in an

amou~t

not less than the

co;:-:;:ian~r a:::ceptc.~12

c.~praised

value

~herecf

to th:

and to

insure the shop for a minimum amount of $20,00J.OO and to include the
Seller as a co-insured party as his interest r.!ay

ap~ear

and to delivera

certificate \·1ith respect to such an insurance policy tc Seller.

13.

In the event the Buyer shall default in the payr::ent ofany1

special er general taxes, assessments, or insurance premiums as herein
provided, the seller may, at his option, pay said taxes, assessr:ients and
insurance premiums or either of them, and if Seller elects so to do·, th:~
the Buyer agrees to repay the Seller upon

demand~

all such sums so

advanced and paid by h.im, together 1·1ith interest thereon fror.i date of
payment of said sums at the rate of 3/4 of one percent per month until·
paid.
14.

Buyer agrees that he will not cor.:rnit or suffer to be cor.:iitt

any waste, spoil, or destruction in or upon said prer.iises, and that h2
will.maintain said preraises in good condition.
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15.

In the event of a failure to comply 1·1ith the terns hereof

by the Buyer, or upon failure of the Buyer to make any pay:ient or pay- . ·.
ments 1·1hen the same shall become due, or within sixty (60) days thereafter,
the Seller, at his option shall haye the follo\'1ing alt::rnative rei:ledies:

A.

Seller shall have the right, upon failure of the

Buyer to remedy the default 1·iithin five days after \·rritten
notice, to be released from al1 obligations in la•:t and in
equity to convey said property, and all payments 1·1hich have
b~an

made theretafore on this contract by the Buyer, shall

be forfeited to the Seller as liquidated damages for the
nonperformance of the contract, and the Buyer agrees that
the Seller rny at his option reenter and ta1'e possession of
said premises without legal processes as in its first and

GG5

r.iade by the Suyer the:--ecn, and the said additions and ir:iprovar.ients shall re;.iai".1 \·tith tile larid and becor:ie the property of the
Seller, the Suj'er be::o::iing at once a tenant at 1·iill of the
Seller;

or

B. The Seller Gay bring suit and recover judgGent for
all delinquent
fees.

iristall~ents,

including costs and attcrney's

(The use of this remedy on one or more occasions shall

not prevent the Seller, at his option, from resorting to one
of the other remedies hereunder in the event of a subsequent
def~ult);

or
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C.

The Seller shall have the right, at his option, and

upon \·1ritten notice to the Buyer, to declare the entire unpaid
balance hereunder at once due and payable, and may elect to
treat this Contract as a note and mortgage, and pass title
to the Buyer subject thereto and proceed immediately to fore·close the sa::ie in accordance \'/ith the la:·1s of the State or'
Ut~h, and have the property sold and the orocee-ds ap;ilied to

the payment of the balance m·ling, including costs and attorney's
fees;

and the Seller may ha-ve a judgment for any deficiency

\o:hich 8ay remain.

Iri the case of foreclosure, the Seller

hereunder. u;:ion the filing of a Complaint, shall be ir.r;i2c!iately
entitled to the appointment of a receiver to take possession
of said mortgaged property and collect the rents. issues and
profits-therefrom and apply the same to the payment of the
obligation hereunder, or hold the same pursuant to order of
tr.e court;

an:i t1e Seller, upon entry of judgment of fore-

closure, shall be
premises

~uring

e~titled

to the possession of the said

the period of

redern~ticn.

16.

It is agreed tha;: tiP.e is the essence of this

17.

Seller :-Jill

info~ction

ce.~:e

A;:-ee.-:~nt.

avai1ab1e to Guyer a11 cost accac;nting

relating to construction of ir:lpro•1er;.er.ts on the st:bject

pro;:ie~y.

18.

The Buyer and Seller each cgree that should they

def~:;i':

in <?ny of the covenants or e.greei'.ler.ts contained herein, that the defc:i;:ti~;
;:ie.rty shall pc.y all ccs'.:s and expenses, including a reasonable attorr"/s
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fee, •.-;hich r::ay arise or accrue fror:i enforcing this Agreer.:ent, or in
o:taining possessicn of the premises covered hereby, or in pursuing any
re;T.edy provided hereunder or by the statutes of the Stc.te of Utah whetr.er
such rerredy is pursued by filing a suit or otherwise.
19.

This Contr2ct is assignable by the Buyer.

However, Buyer

shall give written notice of any such agreement and provide a copy the:-eof
to Seller.
20.

As of the date of this Contract, Buyer shall have the right to

tie in and connect to Park West Hater Association, a nonprofit Utah corporatio;
and to acquire and to have the ability to acquire water at association rates
in effect from tir.:e to tir.:e, and Buyer shall have the

rig~t

to tie in

~nd

connect to the se1·1er system of Ski Park City West, Inc. , its subs i diaries,
or a County Special Ser:i ces Area formed to provide· sei·1er services to Park.
City Hest.

21.

The parties hereto understand that Seller has acquired the

subject property from Park \.lest Village, Inc., under an installment sale
contract.

In the event of an anticipated default ·by Seller in its obli-

gations under said contract, Seller hereby agrees to assign all of its
right, title and interest in and to said contract to Buyer hereunder
such that Buyer can assuc.e Seller's position in said contract.
111 \·!ITilESS \·!HEREOF, the said parties to this A:;reerient ha'!e
b.:?reu:ito signed their nar:es, the day and year first above l'fritten.

('C'}

uu.

App.

29
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Summit Ltd., a
Limited Partnership
By Steven H. Bauer,
General Partner
25942 Via Viento
Mission Viejo, California

92675

In Pro Per

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

W. W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a Utah corporation,
CIVIL NO. 4800
Plaintiff,
ANSWER TO
FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
PROPOUNDED BY PLAINTIFF TO
DEFENDANTS OTHER THAN PARK
WEST VILLAGE, INC. , ELWOOD L.
NIELSEN, LOIS L. NIELSEN, AND
SKI PARK CITY WEST, INC.

vs.
PARK WEST VILLAGE, INC., a
UTAH Corporation, et al.,
Defendants.

COMES NOW SUMMIT LTD., and for itself alone and for
no other Defendant named herein and for Answer to First Set of
Interrogatories Propounded by Plaintiff to Defendants Other Than
Park West Village, Inc., Elwood L. Nielsen, Lois L. Nielsen,
and Ski Park City West, Inc., admits, denies and alleges as
follows:

(R.

643)
DEFINITIONS

The term "Property," as used herein, shall mean and
refer to that certain parcel of realty, or any portion thereof,
which is located in Summit County, Utah, being more particuSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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larly described in paragraph 11 of the Complaint herein,
including the Park West Village Resort Condominiums, which
are located thereon.
INTERROGATORIES
1.

Have you at any time had or claimed any interest in

the Property?
ANSWER:
2.

(R. 309, 310)
Yes (R. 643)

If your answer to Interrogatory No. 1 is affirma-

tive, state the legal description of each portion of the Property in which you have any time held or claimed any _interest.
(R.

310)
ANSWER:

See attached deeds for Lots 1, 4, portion of 5,

portion of 16, 23 and 25.
3.

(R. 643)

Separately with respect to each portion of the Pro-

perty described in your answer to Interrogatory No. 2,
(a)

State the date upon which you first acquired

an interest in such portion of the Property;
(b)

Identify the person or entity from whom you

acquired any interest in such portion of the Property;
(c)

List and describe (by date, parties thereto,

content, and nature of interest conveyed) each document evidencing or concerning your acquisition
of an interest in such portion of the Property;
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and
(d)

State the date upon which you first acquired

legal or beneficial title to such portion of the
Property.
ANSWER:

(R. 310)
See attached deeds for Lots 1, 4, portion of 5,

portion of 16, 23 and 25.
4.

(R. 643)

Separately with respect to each portion of the Pro-

perty described in your answer to Interrogatory No. 2, state
whether you have at any time conveyed or contracted to convey
to any person or entity any interest in such portion of the
Property.

(R. 310)

ANSWER:
S.

No.

(R.

643)

Separately with respect to each portion of the Pro-

perty as to which your answer to Interrogatory No. 4 is affirmative,
(a)

Identify by name and address each person or

entity to whom you conveyed or contracted to convey
any interest in such portion of the Property;
(b}

Separately with respect to each person or en-

tity identified in your answer to Interrogatory
No. S(a), state (1) the date of such conveyance or
contract to convey,

(2) the nature of the interest

so conveyed (i.e., lease, fee simple, etc.), and
(3) the form of such conveyance or contract to conSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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vey (i.e., land sale contract, deed, etc.).

(R.

310, 311)
ANSWER:
6.

Not applicable.

(R.

643)

Separately with respect to each portion of the Pro-

perty identified in your answer to Interrogatory No. 2, describe in detail the nature of your interest in such portion
on (a) July 11, 1974 and (b) the date of service of your answers to these Interrogatories.
ANSWER:
7.

Fee Title.

(R.

(R.

311)

644)

Identify by name each person or entity with whom

you communicated, corresponded, negotiated, or dealt in connection with your acquisition of an interest in any portion of
the Property.
ANSWER:

(R. 311)
National Property Managements Robert Krause,

Richard Hallmark, Roy Webley.
8.

(R.

644)

Separately with respect to each person and entity

identified in your answer to Interrogatory No. 7, describe in
detail your understanding of the relationship of such person
or entity to the transaction whereby you acquired an interest
in any portion of the Property and to the parties to said transaction.

(R.

ANSWER:

311)
I am informed and believe that Robert Krause,

Richard Hallmark, and Roy Webley were officers of National
Property Management Inc. , and Ski Park City West, Inc.
644)

(R.
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9.

Separately with respect to each person and entity

identified in your answer to Interrogatory No. 7, state whether such person or entity at any time made any representation, reference, statement, promise, or agreement concerning
the improvement, grading, or paving of street(s), road(s),
or parking lot(s) located upon the Property.
ANSWER:
10.

Not to my knowledge.

(R.

(R.

311)

644)

If your answer to Interrogatory No. 9 is affirma-

tive with respect to any person or entity identified in your
answer to Interrogatory No. 7, separately with respect to
each such person or entity,
(a)

Describe in detail the substance of each repre-

sentation, reference, statement, promise, or agreement made by such person or entity concerning the
improvement, grading, or paving of street(s), road(s),
or parking lot(s) located upon the Property;
(b)

State the approximate date of each such re-

presentation, reference, statement, promise, or
agreement;
(c)

List and describe (by date, author, reci-

pient, present custodian, content, and number of
pages) each document that concerns, reflects, or
refers to any such representation, reference,
statement, promise, or agreement.
App. 34

(R.

312)
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ANSWER:
11.

Not applicable.

(R.

644)

Did you at any time prior to July 10, 1975 receive

or examine a copy of that certain document, a copy of which
is attached hereto marked Exhibit "A"?
ANSWER:
12.

No.

(R.

(R. 312)

644)

If your answer to Interrogatory No. 11 is affirrna-

tive,
(a)

State the date upon which you first received or

examined a copy of Exhibit
(b)

"A"~

and

Describe in detail the manner by which and

identify the person through whom such copy of Exhibit "A" was made available for your receipt or
examination.
ANSWER:
13.

(R.

312)

Not applicable.

(R.

644)

At the time that you first acquired an interest in

any portion of the Property, was it your understanding that the
street(s), road(s), or parking lot(s) located upon the Property would be improved in some manner?
ANSWER:
14.

Yes.

(R.

(R. 312, 313)

644)

If your answer to Interrogatory No. 13 is affirma-

tive,
(a)

State the name of each person or entity who

you understood would procure the paving, grading,
or other improvement of the street(s), road(s),
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and/or parking lot(s) upon the Property;
(b)

State the date (or approximate date) upon

which you understood that said improvements would
be completed;
(c)

State your understanding as to who was to be

responsible for paying the cost of said improvements; and
(d)

Describe in detail the nature and extent of

the improvements that you understood would be
made to the street(s), road(s), and/or parking
lot(s) upon the Property.
ANSWER:
at that time.
15.

(R. 313)

I do not know as I was not the general partner
(R. 644)

State the date upon which you first became aware

that grading, paving, or related work was being performed or
had been performed upon the Property, and describe in detail
how you became so aware on such date.
ANSWER:

(R. 313)

I believe I became aware of grading, paving in

the late summer of 1974, via conversations with Messrs. Hallmark, Webley, and others whom I don't recall.
16.

(R.

644)

State your regular residence address (a) on July

11, 1974 and (b) on the date of service of your answers to
these Interrogatories.
ANSWER:

(R.

313)

25942 Via Viento, Mission Viejo, California
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17.

Identify each Respect in which any service or

material performed or provided by plaintiff in connection
with the Property was defective, inadequate, or otherwise
unsatisfactory to you.
ANSWER:
18.

(R. 313)

I have no knowledge of any defects.

(R. 644)

Separately with respect to each Respect identified

in your answer to Interrogatory No. 17,
(a)

Describe in detail each defect or inade-

quacy entailed in such Respect;
(b)

State whether you at any time communicated

to plaintiff any dissatisfaction with such Respect,
and, if so, state the date of such communication,
the name of the person making such communication,
the name of the person to whom such communication
was directed, and the substance of such communication;
(c)

State the name and last known address of each

person who can verify or who has any knowledge concerning the substance of your answer to Interrogatory No. 18(a), and separately with respect to each
such person, state the nature and substance of
his or her knowledge.
ANSWER:
19.

(R. 313, 314)

Not applicable.

(R. 644)

State whether you are related (by marriage or otherSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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wise) to Elwood L. Nielsen or Lois L. Nielsen and whether you
have become acquainted with Elwood L. Nielsen or Lois L.
Nielsen in any context other than the acquisition of an interest in the property identified in your answer to Interrogatory No. 2.
ANSWER:
20.

(R. 314)

No.

(R. 644)

If your answer to Interrogatory No. 19 is affirma-

tive, describe in detail (a) your relationship to Elwood L.
Nielsen and Lois L. Nielsen and (b) each circumstance or
context within which you became or have become acquainted with
or dealt with either of said persons.
ANSWER:
21.

Not applicable.

(R.

314)

(R. 644)

Have you, since July 10, 1975, had any communication,

conversation, discussion, or conference with Elwood L. Nielsen,
Lois L. Nielsen, Lowell V. Summerhays, or David M. Swope concerning, reflecting, or referring to this lawsuit, the improvement of the street(s), road(s), or parking lot(s) upon the
Property, or your interest in any portion of the Property.
(R. 314)

ANSWER:
22.

Yes.

(R. 644)

If your answer to Interrogatory No. 2 is affirma-

tive,
(a)

State the date of each such communication, con-

versation, discussion, or conference;
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(b) State the names of each party to each such
communication, conversation, discussion, or conference;
(c)

State in detail the substance of the state-

ments made by each such party during the course of
each such communication, conversation, discussion,
or conference; and
(d)

In the event that any document concerns, re-

flects, or refers to any such conversation, communication, discussion, or conference, list and
describe (by date, author, recipient, present- custodian, content, and number of pages) each such document.
ANSWER:

(R. 315)
{a)

As a limited partner I was not aware or

involved with the initial activities of Summit Limited other
than as an investor.

Thus, I was not involved with communica-

tions, discussions, or conferences.
{b)

To the best of my knowledge, the names

Krause, Hallmark, Webley, Nash and others.
(c)

Not applicable.

(d)

I do not have any documents other than

those already transmitted.
23.

(R. 644, 645)

State whether you will voluntarily produce the do-

cuments requested in Interrogatory Nos. 3(c), lO(c), and 22(d),
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and, if so please attach copies of such documents to your
answers to these Interrogatories.
ANSWER:

Dated:

See attached copies.

(R. 315)
(R.

645)

September 15, 1976.

s/Steven H. Bauer
STEVEN H. BAUER
General Partner
In Propria Persona

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
SS

COUNTY OF ORANGE

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day of
September, 1976.

s/Agnes B. Larsen
Notary Public
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Summit Ltd., a
Limited Partnership
By Steven H. Bauer,
General Partner
25942 Via Viento
Mission Viejo, California

92675

In Pro Per

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

W.W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a Utah corporation,

CIVIL NO. 4800

Plaintiff,

ANSWERS TO REQCTEST FOR

vs.

ADMISSION OF FACTS

PARK WEST VILLAGE, INC., a
Utah corporation, et al.,
Defendants.

COMES NOW SUMMIT LTD., and for itself alone and for
no other Defendant named herein and for Answer to Request for
Admission of Facts, admits, denies and alleges as follows:

(R.668)

REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONS
1.

Prior to December 1, 1973, defendant National Proper-

ty Management, Inc. held legal and beneficial title to lots 1,
4, 23, and 25, which lots are located in Park West Village,
Plat "A," according to the official plat thereof which is of
record with the County Recorder of Summit County, State of
Utah,

(R.

541, 542)
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ANSWER:

I am informed and believe that National Pro-

perty Management did not hold title legal or beneficial.
(R. 668)
2.

Between December, 1973 and October, 1974, National

Property Management, Inc. conveyed to Summit Limited lots 1,
4, 23, and 25, which lots are located in Park West Village,
Plat "A," according to the official plat thereof which is of
record with the County Recorder of Summit County, State of
Utah.

(R. 542)
ANSWER:

3.

(R. 668)

Yes.

At the times of the conveyances referred to in Re-

quest No. 2, the fair salable value of the assets of National
Property Management, Inc. was less than the amount of its
then-existing debts.
ANSWER:

4.

(R. 542)

Unknown.

(R. 668)

After National Property Management, Inc. conveyed

to Summit Limited the realty described in Request No. 2,
National Property Management, Inc. had various debts and liabilities but no assets.
ANSWER:
5.

Unknown.

(R. 542)
(R. 668)

At the times of the conveyances identified in Re-

quest No. 2, Ski Park City West, Inc. was the only general
partner of Summit Limited.
ANSWER:

No.

(R. 542)

(R. 668)
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6.

At the times of the conveyances identified in

Request No. 2, National Property Management, Inc. was a
wholly owned subsidiary of Ski Park City West, Inc.
ANSWER:

(R. 542)

I am informed and believe National Property

Management Inc. was a wholly owned subsidiary of Ski Park
City West, Inc.
7.

(R. 668)

At the times of each of the conveyances identified

in Request No. 2, National Property Management, Inc. was not
indebted to Summit Limited.
ANSWER:
8.

Correct.

(R. 542)

(R. 668)

National Property Management, Inc. at no time re-

ceived any property, funds, or assets in consideration for its
conveyances to Summit Limited of lots 1, 4, 23, and 25, which
lots are located in Park West Village, Plat "A," according
to the official plat thereof, which is of record with the
County Recorder of Summit County, State of Utah.
ANSWER:

Not correct.

(R. 542)

National Property Management or

Ski Park City West, Inc., its parent corporation received valuable consideration for said conveyances.
9.

(R. 669)

National Property Management, Inc. did not receive

from Summit Limited property, assets, funds, or obligations
fairly equivalent in value to lots 1, 4, 23, and 25, Park
West Village, Plat "A," according to the official plat thereof which is of record with the County Recorder of Summit County,
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State of Utah, in exchange for the conveyance by National
Property Management, Inc. of said lots to Summit Limited.

(R. 543)
ANSWER:
10.

Not true.

(R. 669)

At the times of the conveyances identified in Re-

quest No. 2, Summit Limited had knowledge that National Property Management, Inc. had substantial debts and liabilities,
but had no assets other than the property identified in Request No. 2.
ANSWER:
11.

(R. 543)
Not true.

(R. 669)

National Property Management, Inc. conveyed to Sum-

mit Limited lots 1, 4, 23, and 25, Park West Village, Plat
"A," according to the official plat thereof, which is of record with the County Recorder of Summit County, State of Utah,
for the purpose of preventing the creditors of said National
Property Managernent, Inc. from attaching or executing upon said
lots to satisfy their claims against said National Property
Management, Inc.
ANSWER:
12.

(R. 543)

Not true.

(R. 669)

On or about July 8, 1974, plaintiff, on the one hand,

and Summit Limited as principal through its duly authorized
agent, Ski Park City West, Inc., on the other hand, entered into a contract, a copy of which is attached hereto marked Exhibit "A," and by this reference incorporated herein

(hereinafter
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referred to as the "Contract"), by the terms of which plaintiqf
agreed to perform certain grading, asphaltic concrete paving,
and related work upon a subdivision known as Park West Village,
Plat "A," which is located in Sununit County, Utah, and Sununit
Limited through its duly authorized agent, Ski Park City West,
Inc. agreed to pay plaintiff therefor in full within ten (10)
days following completion of the said work.
ANSWER:
13.

Not true.

(R.

(R.

543, 544)

669)

On or about July 26, 1974, plaintiff completed per-

formance of all work required to be performed by plaintiff under said Contract.
ANSWER:
14.

544)

(R.

(R.

Unknown.

669)

All conditions precedent to plaintiff's right to

payment in full from Summit Limited have been performed and
have occurred.
ANSWER:
(R.

(R. 544)
Not true as Summit Ltd. owes plaintiff nothing.

669)

Dated:

September 15, 1976.
SUMMIT LL~ITED, a Limited
Partnership

By s/Steven R. Ba_u_e_r~~~~~~
STEVEN R. BAUER
General Partner
In Propria Persona
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF OR.~NGE

SS
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On September 15, 1976, before me, the undersigned, a
Notary Public in and for said County and State, personally
appeared SEVEN (sic) H. BAUER known to me to be one of the
partners of the partnership that executed the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that such partnership executed
the same.

s/Agnes B. Larsen
Notary Public
(R. 669)

App. 46
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Summit Ltd., a
Limited Partnership
By Steven H. Bauer,
General Partner
25942 Via Viento
Mission Viejo, California

92675

In Pro Per
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

W.W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a UTAH Corporation,

CIVIL NO. 4800

Plaintiff,

ANSWER TO THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES PROPOUNDED BY
PLAINTIFF

vs.
PARK WEST VILLAGE, INC., a
UTAH Corporation, et al.,
Defendants.

COMES NOW SUMMIT LTD., and for itself alone and for
no other Defendant named herein and for Answer to THIRD SET OF
INTERROGATORIES PROPOUNDED BY PLAINTIFF, admits, denies and
alleges as follows:

(R.

670)
DEFINITIONS

A.

"National Property Management, Inc.," as used herein,

shall Mean and refer to National Property, Inc., a Utah corporation, defendant herein.
B.

"Ski Park City West, Inc.," as used herein, shall

mean and refer to Ski Park City West, Inc., a Utah corporaSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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tion, defendant herein.
C.

"Summit Limited, " as used herein, shall mean and

refer to Summit Limited, a California limited partnership,
defendant herein.
INTERROGATORIES
1.

Did National Property Management, Inc. between Novem-

ber 15, 1973 and July 10, 1975 convey to Summit Limited any
realty located in Summit County, State of Utah?
ANSWER:

2.

Yes.

(R. 532, 533)

(R. 670)

If your answer to Interrogatory No. 1 is affirma-

tive, state the legal description of each separate tract of
realty so conveyed.
ANSWER:
3.

(R.

533)

See attached deeds (R. 670)

Separately with respect to each tract of realty des-

cribed in your answer to Interrogatory No. 2,
(a)

State the date upon which Summit Limited first

acquired an interest in such tract;
(b)

Describe the nature of the interest acquired

by Summit Limited in such tract on the date identified in your answer to Interrogatory No. 3(a);
(c)

Describe each change in the interest of Sum-

mit Limited in such tract following the date identified in your answer to Interrogatory No. 3(a), and
state the date upon which each such change occurred
or became effective;
App. 49
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(d)

Describe in detail the consideration that

Sununit Limited obliged itself to give to National
Property Management, Inc. for the conveyance by
the latter to the former of such tract;
(e)

Describe in detail each thing of value (in-

cluding the dollar value thereof) actually received by National Property Management, Inc. from
Summit Limited as consideration for the conveyance of such tract and state with respect to each
such thing of value the date of receipt of same
by National Property Management, Inc.;
(f)

List and describe (by date, parties thereto,

content, and nature of interest conveyed) each document that concerns, reflects, or refers to the
acquisition by Summit Limited from National Property Management, Inc. of

cri

interest in such

tract;
(g)

List and describe (by date, parties thereto,

content, and nature of interest conveyed) each document that concerns, reflects, or refers to the conveyance by Summit Limited of any interest in such
tract to any person or entity;
(h)

List and describe (by date, obliger, obligee,

nature of obligation, and amount of obligation)
App. 50
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each document that concerns, reflects, or refers
to any transfer to or obligation to transfer to
National Property Management, Inc. by Summit Limited any thing of value as consideration for the
transfer to Summit Limited of such tract.

(R. 533 I

534)
ANSWER:

(a)

See attached deeds

(b)

Fee title

(c)

None

(d)

$132,000

(e)

Presumably National Property Management re-

ceived the $132,000, but its parent corporation SKI PARK CITY
WEST, INC. may have received said consideration.
(f)

See attached deeds and the Agreement of

November 15, 1973 also attached.
(g)
or

e~tity

by Summit Ltd.
(h)

(R.

670 I

4.

No interest was transferred to any person

See attached Agreement of November 15, 1973.

671)

Separately with respect to lots 1, 4, 23, and 25,

Park West Village, Plat "A," according to the official plat
thereof, which is of record with the County Recorder of Summit
County, State of Utah,
(a)

State the date upon which Summit Limited first
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acquired an interest in such lot;
(b)

Describe the nature of the interest acquired

by Summit Limited in such lot on the date identified in your answer to Interrogatory No. 4(a);
(c)

Describe each change in the interest of Sum-

mit Limited in such lot following the date identified in your answer to Interrogatory No. 4{a),
and state the date upon which each such change
occurred or became effective;
{d)

Describe in detail the consideration that Sum-

mit Limited obliged itself to give to National Property Management, Inc. for the conveyance by the
latter to the former
(e)

of such lot;

Describe in detail each thing of value (in-

cluding the dollar value thereof) actually received
by National Property Management, Inc. from Summit
Limited as consideration for the conveyance of such
lot and state with respect to each such thing of
value the date of receipt of same by National Property Management, Inc.;
(f)

List and describe (by date, parties thereto,

content, and nature of interest conveyed) each document that concerns, reflects, or refers to the acquisition by Summit Limited from National Property ManSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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agement, Inc. of an interest in such lot;
(g)

List and describe (by date, parties thereto,

content, and nature of interest conveyed) each
document that concerns, reflects, or refers to
the conveyance by Summit Limited of any interest
in such lot to any person or entity;
(h)

List and describe (by date, obligor, obligee,

nature of obligation, and amount of obligation)
each document that concerns, reflects, or refers
to any transfer to or obligation to transfer to
National Property Management, Inc. by Summit Limited any thing or value as consideration for
the transfer to Swnmit Limited of such lot.

(R.

534, 535, 536)
ANSWER:

(a)

See attached deeds.

(b)

Fee Title

(c)

None

(d)

The exact release prior per lot is unknown

to me at this time as I was not the general partner when the
purchase was made and I do not have those partnership records.
(e)

Sarne as the answer to 4(d).

The total con-

sideration was $132,000.
(f)

See attached deeds.

(g)

See attached deeds and agreement of Novem-
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ber 15, 1973.
(h)
1973.

See attached Agreement of November 15,

(R. 671)
5.

Separately with respect to each tract of realty des-

cribed in your answer to Interrogatory No. 2, state whether
Summit Limited has at any time conveyed or contracted to convey to any person or entity any interest in such tract of realty.

(R. 536)
ANSWER:
6.

No.

(R.

671)

Separately with respect to each tract of realty as

to which your answer to Interrogatory No. 5 is affirmative.
(a)

Identify by name and address each person or en-

tity to whom Summit Limited conveyed or contracted to
convey any interest in such tract; and
(b)

Separately with respect to each person or en-

tity identified in your answer to Interrogatory No.
6(a), state (1) the date of such conveyance or contract to convey,

(2) the nature of the interest so

conveyed (i.e., lease, fee simple, etc.), and (3)
the form of such conveyance or contract to convey
(i.e., land sale contract, deed, etc.).

(R. 536,

537)
ANSWER:
7.

Not applicable.

(R.

671)

Identify by name and address each person who can veri-
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fy or who has knowledge concerning the substance of your answers to Interrogatory Nos. 1 through 6 and with respect to
each such person, state the nature and substance of his or her
knowledge.

(R. 537)

ANSWER:

Steven H. Bauer, 25942 Via Viento, Mission

Viejo, California
8.

92675.

(R. 671)

Identify by name and last known address each person

or entity that has been a general partner of Summit Limited
between November 15, 1973 and July 10, 1975, and separately
with respect to each, state the dates between which such person or entity was a general partner of Summit Limited.
ANSWER:

(R. 537)

Condor International Corporation, 647 Camino De

Los Mares, San Clemente, California from inception of partnership to July 10, 1975.
9.

(R. 671)

Describe each asset owned by National Property Manage-

ment, Inc. on each date identified in your answer to Interrogatory No. 3)a), and state separately the value of each such asset owned by National Property Management, Inc. on each such
date.

(R. 537)
ANSWER:

perty.
10.

The assets are the various parcels of real pro-

I do not know the values.

(R. 671)

Describe each liability and debt of National Property

Management, Inc. on each date identified in your answer to
Interrogatory No. 3(a), and separately with respect to each
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such liability and debt state the total dollar amount owed
by National Property Management, Inc., the date(s) upon which
such amount or a part thereof was to be paid, and the amounts
that National Property Management, Inc. was required to pay
on each such date.
ANSWER:

(R. 537)

I have no information regarding National Pro-

perty Management, Inc.
11.

(R. 671, 672)

Separately with respect to each date identified in

your answer to Interrogatory No. 3(a), describe in detail each
transaction and business in which National Property Management,
Inc. was then engaged.

To the extent that such transaction(s)

and/or business(es) included or pertained to the purchase,
development, or sale of realty, describe in reasonable detail
the nature of the sales or development contemplated by National Property Management, Inc., and state the approximate
total dollar amount required by National Property Management,
Inc. to effectuate its contemplated sales or development of
such realty.
ANSWER:
12.

(R. 537, 538)
Unknown

(R. 672)

List and describe (by date, author, recipient, and

content) each document that concerns, reflects, or refers to
the substance of your answers to Interrogatory Nos. 8, 9, 10,
and 11, and identify each person who can verify or who has
knowledge concerning the substance of your answers to InterApp. 56
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rogatory Nos. 8, 9, 10, and 11, and separately with respect
to each such person, state the substance of his or her knowledge.

(R. 538)

ANSWER:

The attached deeds.

International and Roy Webley.
perty Management, Inc.
13.

(R.

The officers of Condor

The officers of National Pro-

672)

Identify by name and last known address each per-

son or entity that has been a limited partner of Summit Limited between November 15, 1973 and July 10, 1975, and separately with respect to each, state the dates between which
such person or entity was a limited partner of Summit Limited
and the nature and extent of such person or entities' limited
partnership interest in Summit Limited.
ANSWER:

(R. 538)

The names and last known address of each per-

son or entity that has been a limited partner of Summit Limited from its beginning to the present are as follows:
Mr. Steven H. Bauer, 25942 Via Viento, Mission Viejo,
Ca.

(92675) 30.303%

Mrs. Catherine Engelhard, c/o Mr. Frank Schemer, Esq.
17772 E. 17th Street, Tustin Ca.

(92680) 24.242%

Mr. George Oakley, 1465 Rodeo Drive, La Jolla, Ca.
(92037) 7. 575%
Miss Patricia Oakley, 612 W. Deming Pl., Chicago, Ill.
(60614) 15.152%
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Mr. William Talbet, 120 Monarch Bay, Laguna Niguel,
Ca. 11.365%
Mr. Stanley Fowler, 1401 No. Kroeger, Fullerton, Ca.
(92631) 7. 57 5%
Mr. Jack E. Mason, 1041 Flamingo, Glendora, Ca.
3 • 7 87 %

Dated:

(91740)

(R. 6 7 2 )

September 15, 1976.
SUMMIT LIMITED, a Limited
Partnership

By s/Steven H. Bauer
STEVEN H. BAUER
General Partner
In Propria Persona

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
SS

COUNTY OF ORANGE
Subscribed and sworn before me this 15th day of September,
1976.

s/Agnes B. Larsen
Notary Public

App. 58
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SUMMIT COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

W. W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a Utah corporation,

MOTION FOR SUM.~RY
JUDGMENT AND MOTION FOR
ENTRY OF DEFAULT
JUDGMENT

Plaintiff,
vs.
PARY. WEST VILLAGE, INC., a
Utah corporation, et al,,

REPORTER'S
TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
Civil No. 4800

Defendants.

BE IT REMEMBERED, that the above-entitled matter came on
for hearing in the courthouse at Coalville, Summit County,
Utah, on the 20th day of September, 1976, commencing at the
approximate hour of 10:45 a.m.i said cause being heard by the
Honorable Peter F. Leary, Judge in the Third Judicial District,
State of Utah.
APPEARANCES
Mr. Bruce A. Maak, Attorney-at-Law, 1800 Beneficial Life
Tower, 36 South State Street, Salt Lake City, Utah

84111,

Telephone 532-7840.
(Whereupon, the following proceedings were had in open
court:)

--------------------------------------------------------------THE COURT:

All right, we'll take the Motion for Summary
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Judgment in the Gardner versus Park West Village matter,
case No. 4800,
MR. MAAK:

Bruce Maak, I'm here representing the plain-

tiff in this matter, and it is our motion.

The nature of

the claim of my client in this case is fairly simple.

My

client purchased extensive paving on a subdivision in Summit
County called Park West Village, Plat A.

A number of Cali-

fornia based organizations were involved in this and adjoining developments.

One was Condor International, which

is the general partner--or was at the time--the general partner of Summit Limited.

Another is Ski Park City West, which

had common officers with Condor.

Another is National Proper-

ty Management, which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Ski Park
City West.

And the last is Summit Limited, the party against

whom the motion is sought today.
As I mentioned just a moment ago, the general partner of
Summit Limited was Condor International.

The transactions

concerned in my motion can be broken down into four.
On November 15, 1973, the owner of the subdivision--then
owner of it--Park West Village, conveyed the entire subdivision
to National Property Management.
THE COURT:
MR. MAAK:

National what?
Excuse me?
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THE COURT:
MR. MAAK:
THE COURT:
MR. MAAK:

To National--.
National Property Management.
Thank you.
That agreement was embodied in Exhibit No. 1

to the Hallmark and Krause depositions, which I would move
be published for the purposes of this motion.
The agreement imposed on National Property Management
the obligation to install the paving on the subdivision.
Saturday, the same day, November 15th, 1973, National Property Management via an almost identical agreement conveyed the
same subdivision to Summit Limited, a limited partnership.

That agreement is embodied in Exhibit 4 to the Hallmark and
Krause depositions.
In Paragraph 21 of that agreement, your Honor, it is
stated:
In the event of an anticipated
default by National Property
Management in its obligations
under said contract-referring now to the contract of the same date between Park
West Village and National Property Management
--National Property Management
hereby agrees to assign all of
its right, title and interest
in said contract to Summit
Limited hereunder such that
Summit Limited can assume National Property Management's
position in said contract.
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Thereafter, National Property Management defaulted as had
been predicted in the agreement that was entered into on the
same day that National Property Management entered into its
agreement.
On July 1, 1974, some eight months following this transaction, and after the default of National Property Management, my client, W. W. and W. B. Gardner, entered into a contract that was executed by one Richard Hallmark, who was the
president of Condor, the then general partner of Summit
Limited, the vice president of Ski Park City West, and a
vice president of National Property Management.
My client performed the services pursuant to its contract; there's no contest about that on the record before
the Court.

The affidavit of J. C. Wheelright is uncontro-

verted on that point.
The discovery in this case is significant to my motion,

your Honor.

I first propounded interrogatories to Summit

Limited on October 23rd, 1975.

At that time, we had no

knowledge that Summit Limited had obtained title to the entire subdivision on the same day that National Property Management had obtained title.

Those interrogatories went un-

answered until a couple of days ago following the making of
this motion.

It was because of the failure of Summit Limited

to answer those interrogatories that my client was required
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to send me to California to depose the various officers of
Summit Limited, of National Property Management, of Ski Park
City West, and of Condor International, at substantial expense.
We served our third set of interrogatories on Summit Limited
on July 6th of this year, and again on August 9th of this
year.

Likewise, those went unanswered until after this mo-

tion.
Finally, we served Requests for Admissions on Summit
Limited in July of this year and again in August of this year,
and likewise those were unanswered until following the making
of this motion.

Although we don't believe it's necessary,

your Honor, Requests for Admissions are deemed admitted if
they're not answered within 30 days.

Summit Limited didn't

see fit to answer these until after our Motion for Summary
Judgment was made.
I think it's also important to point out, your Honor,
that Summit Limited has made a general appearance through its
now general partner, Mr. Steven Bauer, who has purported to
represent it in this connection, has filed an answer on its
behalf on stationery which includes the firm name of Rimel
and Helsing, a Santa Ana, California law firm.

That firm has

not entered an appearance, although I'm advised

having spoken with Mr. Heising by telephone last week he has
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been advising him in this matter.

So, it's not the case of

the unrepresented client; it 1 s the case of the client who
has been representing himself with the advice and consent of
counsel.
If your Honor would like me to address myself to the
factual support in the record for each of the points in the
argument that I've made today, I'd be pleased to do that.
THE COURT:

Well, what's the primary thrust of your

argument for support; that the answers haven't been filed?
MR. MAAK:

No, your Honor.

THE COURT:

Or that the factual matter is you're en-

titled to relief?
MR. MAAK:

We're entitled to relief.

Summit Limited in

its answers is taking a very inconsistent position.

First of

all, they claim ownership of property by virtue of the contract that I mentioned earlier.

That very contract imposes

on them the obligation to assume National Property Management's position in that contract.

National Property Manage-

ment in that very contract undertook the obligation to get the
paving done.

An agent, a person who was an officer of both

National Property Management and of the general partner of
Summit Limited, signed the contract with my client.
Now, it's taken us over a year to find out what happened,
mainly because these various California organizations cannot
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see fit to respond to discovery.

In my mind, your Honor,

there is no issue of fact on the record; we're entitled to
the relief we week.
THE COURT:
anyone?

Okay, who's here on behalf of Summit Limited,

Anyone representing any of the other

parties in this matter?
Judgment will be granted.

(No response)

Motion for Summary

What are you asking for; default

judgment also?
MR. MAAK:
THE COURT:
MR. MAAK:

Yes, your Honor.
Who's that against?
The same party, for failure to respond to

discovery.
THE COURT:

Well, you may have judgment as prayed in

your motion.
MR. MAAK:

Thank you, your Honor.

(Whereupon, at the hour of 11:00 a.m., the above-entitled
hearing came to a close.)
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(R.

688)

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SUMMIT COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

W.W. & W. B. GARDNER, INC.,
a Utah corporation,
JUDG:'-1ENT
Plaintiff,
Civil No. 4800
vs.
PARK WEST VILLAGE, INC., a
Utah corporation, SUMMIT
LIMITED, a California
limited partnership, et al.,
Defendants.

Plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment and Motion for
Entry of Default Judgment, by and through its counsel of record,
Bruce A. Maak, came on regularly for hearing before the Court,
the Honorable Peter F. Leary presiding, at 10:00 a.m. on September 20, 1976, the plaintiff appearing through its attorney,
Bruce A. Maak, and neither defendant Summit Limited, a California Limited partnership, nor anyone on its behalf appearing
at said hearing, and it appearing that the parties herein, and
particularly defendant Summit Limited having been duly and regularly served with plaintiff's Motion for Summary Judgment
and Motion for Entry of Default Judgment, one Affidavit attached thereto, and a Notice of said hearing.
NOW, THEREFORE, the Court having reviewed the materials
on file herein, having heard the arguments of counsel, and
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being fully advised in the premises makes the following determination:
1.

Plaintiff on October 23, 1975 duly served by mail

upon defendant Summit Limited its First Set of Interrogatories
to Defendants Other than Park West Village, et al., answers to
(R. 689)
which were due on November 25, 1975.
2.

Plaintiff on July 6, 1975 and again on August 9,

1976 duly served by mail upon defendant Summit Limited its
Third Set of Interrogatories, answers to which were due on
August 8, 1976 and September 11, 1976 respectively.
3.

Plaintiff on July 6, 1976 and again on August 9,

1976 duly served by mail upon defendant Summit Limited its
Requests for Admission of Facts, responses to which were due
on August 8, 1976 and September 11, 1976, respectively.
4.

Plaintiff on September 3, 1976 duly served by mail

upon defendant Summit Limited plaintiff's Motion for Summary
Judgment, together with the Affidavit of John C. Wheelwright
and a Notice setting the hearing of said motions for September 20, 1976 at 10:00 A.M.
5.

On September 15, 1976, defendant Summit Limited for

the first time served upon plaintiff responses to the discovery requests identified in paragraphs l through 3 hereof.
6.

The Court finds that the failure of Summit Limited

timely to
respond
to Law
said
discovery
requests
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cuse

o~

justification, particularly because responses to

plaintiff's said First Set of Interrogatories were served
ten months late and because defendant Summit Limited at no
time sought leave of this Court tardily to file responses to
said interrogatories as required by Rule 33, Utah Rules of
Civil Procedure.

The Court further finds that the failure

by defendant Summit Limited timely to respond to plaintiff's
said discovery requests caused delay in the prosecution of
these proceedings and substantial additional expense to
plaintiff.
7.

Because defendant Summit Limited failed timely to

serve responses to plaintiff's said Request for Admission of
Facts, which were twice served upon defendant, the matters
(R. 690)
contained therein are deemed admitted pursuant to Rule 36,
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.

Further, the tardy responses

of defendant Summit Limited in various respects are at variance with the requirements of Rule 36, Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure.
8.

The Affidavit of Steven H. Bauer dated September 15,

1976 in large part may not be considered by the Court for failure to comply with Rule 56(e), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure,
which requires that "affidavits shall be made on personal
knowledge, shall set forth such facts as would be admissible
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in evidence, and shall show affirmatively that the affiant

I
I

is competent to testify to the matters stated therein."

I

tories, and admissions on file, together with the affidavit of

I

J. C. Wheelwright show that there is no genuine issue as to

9.

The pleadings, depositions, answers to interroga-

any material fact and that plaintiff is entitled to judgment

I

I

as a matter of law as moved against defendant Summit Limited.

10.

Defendant Summit Limited failed timely to serve an-

swers or objections to said interrogatories submitted by plaintiff after proper service of said interrogatories.

Based upon

the foregoing determinations, together with the persistent
failure

of defendant Summit Limited timely or properly to

respond to plaintiff's discovery requests, the Court determines pursuant to Rule 37(d), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure,
that judgment by default shall be rendered against defendant
Summit Limited.
Based upon the foregoing determinations, the Court being
fully advised in the premises and good cause appearing therefor,
it is hereby
ORDERED, ADJUDGED, and DECREED that plaintiff

w. w.

&

W. B. Gardner, Inc. do have and recover from defendant Summit
Limited, a California limited partnership, the sum of THIRTYEIGHT
(R. 691)
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THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED NINETY-NINE and 65/100 DOLLARS
($38,199.65), together with interest thereon at the rate of
twelve percent (12%) per annum from and after August 8,
1976, until paid, less the sum of TWO THOUSAND EIGHTY-ONE
and 60/100 DOLLARS ($2,081.60).

MADE AND ENTERED this 22nd day of September, 1976.

BY THE COURT:

s/Peter F. Leary
HONORABLE PETER F. LEARY
DISTRICT JUDGE

A~p.
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